Lloyd Library & Museum News
COVID-19 has ushered in a virtual world. The
Lloyd Library has always had a local and global
audience. Today, we are increasing activities to
engage both groups from a "distance," as we roll
out a new podcast series, more digital
resources, enhanced remote reference services,
and interactive exhibits online. We will also be
presenting our first virtual event. Keep
watching as we bring Lloyd resources, programs
and services outside the library walls.

COVID-19's Impact on Integrative Health & Wellness
When: August 12, 7-8 p.m.
Where: Virtual Program
Join Holistic Clinical Pharmacist Dr. Cathy
Rosenbaum online as she discusses the shift toward
combining the external, physical and technological
successes of healthcare with the exploration of
healing and disease prevention models. Following
the presentation, attendees will have the
opportunity to discuss the impact of several areas
of integrative intervention on post-COVID-19
quarantine life. Reservations required. Click
here for more information and to make a reservation.

Rare Botanical Volumes Now Digitized
One of the favorites of the Lloyd is the six-volume
set Herbarium Blackwellianum by Elizabeth
Blackwell, published circa 1750, and features handcolored illustrations of garden vegetables and
medicinal plants alike. The first four volumes are
now available to browse online and we hope to
have the entire set available online soon. Blackwell
and other women naturalists and artists are
featured in the digital exhibit Women and Nature.
Just in time for summer, the illustration of a peach
is pictured at left.

Support the Lloyd with New Payment Options

The generous support of donors and
members enables us to continue to
deliver resources, share information
and bring you the beauty of Lloyd
materials. Your support is invaluable.
Joining the Lloyd is easier than ever
with a new monthly payment option.
Click here for more information. Thank
you in advance for your support and to the members who have helped us
through these times.

Listen to Our New Podcast, Between the Leaves
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The Lloyd is Now Open for Research by Appointment Only
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